
Critical Acclaim for
Michael Joyce

Michael Joyce is a subliminal explorer—he sets off to explore 
mental regions that are generally neglected, as if they were 
forests or deserted islands. These absolutely original tales are at 
once idiomatic and unclassifiable. Slow, listless, yet incredibly 
speedy. Ripples allude to the deepest depths. This is the secret of 
great poetical writing.

• Hélène Cixous, from the Afterword to Moral Tales 
and Meditations, 2001

Joyce (the living one) is here to prove that Joyce (the dead and 
everlasting one) gave us with Finnegans Wake a good example 
of hypertextual experience.… A textual hypertext is finite 
and limited, even though open to innumerable and original 
inquiries. Then there is the possibility outlined by Michael 
Joyce, hypertexts which are unlimited and infinite, a sort of 
jazz-like unending story.

• Umberto Eco, from the Afterword to The Future of the 
Book, 1996



Critical Acclaim for 
Was, prequel to Remedia: A Picaresque

Michael Joyce as über-author: his work works via sound, via 
story, via eye.… This glorious mash-up of references, found 
texts, allusions, mixed voices—plus characters, situations, 
travels, and travails—operate, as Hélène Cixous says, “…[a]s if 
writing were recording the sparks that fly as different states of 
consciousness strike against each other. And the reading in turn 
is set ablaze.” Our vast networks of information and exchange 
constitute the flint against which these consciousnesses strike.

• American Book Review

Was is a dense, challenging work, not least for its extensive use 
of foreign language names, places, and conversations (readers 
encounter French, German, Spanish, Italian, and Hungarian in 
the space of the first three pages).… The title is not necessarily 
disingenuous, it’s just that something else is going on here, 
something that arises from rampant polyglottism and a 
disjunctive language that coheres only in what Joyce would call 
the “flow of remembered time.” …[U]ltimately what resides 
in Joyce’s Was are meditations—residual as they may be—on 
the foreign and the familiar and, more specifically, how the 
relationship between them is recast in network culture. 

• Electronic Book Review
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At the crossroads of passing time with not all the no-longers of 
one world corresponding to the not-yets of the other.

• Vladimir Nabokov, Ada

Media are spaces of action for constructed attempts to connect 
what is separated.

• Siegfried Zielinski, Deep Time of the Media

A thing is a hole in a thing it is not.

• Motto attributed to Carl Andre by Robert 
Smithson in Artforum, 1967
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1987
In Retrospect—A Door to Itself—A Dream That Had Adhered—
Nothing Marks the Places Exactly

In retrospect I think now that I first saw one of the doors when 
I walked with my mother, my hand in hers, as a child of no 
more than three years old and most likely a year younger. What 
I remember is not the door itself but the man who emerged, 
smiling as he touched a long index finger to his lips as if to signal 
that our encounter was a secret between us, his face inexpressibly 
kind, long as a horse’s, his ice blue eyes gleaming. As I reconstruct 
my memory of the moment I think I made as if to pull away from 
my mother toward the swiftly closing aperture, its sensation of 
light within light, as the man strode away on long legs, off deeper 
in the park. Surely my mother thought I meant to chase after 
some insect or a floating strand of gold pollen or, worse and more 
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typically, a shiny discarded scrap—perhaps the narrow band of 
red cellophane from a cigarette pack—and thus she gently pulled 
me back toward her as we strolled along the lanes of the park, the 
spring sun warm upon us.

I have not thought of this first encounter in years, if at all 
consciously, although as I reconstruct it in my memory the face 
of the man who emerged from the door in the air before me puts 
me in mind of the Swedish actor possessed of similarly long and 
mobile features who appeared in a series of darkly philosophical 
films that attracted me in my late adolescence. Even then, whether 
he played a magus or a brooding husband or an itinerant knight, 
I always felt an uncommon warmth, veering upon affection, 
whenever I saw his face.

In truth, however, even as in the way of clever and smug young 
men at the time I came to fashion myself something of a cinephile, 
I nonetheless sometimes confused the face of the actor with the 
equally mobile features of the cinematographer, also Swedish, 
who worked with the same director. Such mistakings led to the 
kind of minor embarrassments that young men brood too much 
upon afterward, especially if they arise from a fervent discussion 
with a young woman.

It is hard to imagine exactly what she and I talked about then, the 
symbolism of a slant of sunlight across a lawn perhaps, shadows 
cast against snow, or a rack focus shifting between an extremely 
tight close-up of a woman’s face to the profile of someone behind 
her. None of it seems important now, nor can I recall the face 
of the young woman though we were briefly lovers, if the inept 
tanglings of ours can be called that.

Although I was young then also, still interested in film, it was, 
however, not her to whom I first tried to describe another 




